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AMpHiBio 4D 
tECHNoLoGy
The combination of our Amphibio® Profile with shaped 
Titanium allows us to create the first 4D technology that 
features a rockered outer section of the ski, for easy 
turning, and a camber inside section for edge grip,  
with a convex tip for precise turn entry and a concave  
tail for a quick exit from turns.

the first ski with 4 dimensional technology
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dual shaped Ti
preciSe entry, QuicK eXit

amphibio proFile
edge grip, eaSy turning
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rocKer rocKer camber 

An uncompromised innovation delivering both  
camber and rocker profile benefits at the same time.  
The cambered inside edge assures edge grip  
and stability and the rockered outside edge allows  
faster and more direct turns.

The Fusion System is the world’s first truly integrated ski 
binding system, paving the way for faster turn initiation, 
smoother flex and easier turning and enhanced 
edge-to-edge responsiveness.

Dual ShapeD Ti

The woodcore is sandwiched between two layers of 
shaped titanium. This is a special light construction for 
high performance skis. One layer of titanium enhances 
edge control while longitudinal carbon fibers provide 
responsiveness and smooth transitions. 

resPonse Frame wooDcore

Response Frame Woodcore is a unique and innovative  
tip-to-tail laminated woodcore featuring direct power 
transmission and optimal torsional stability thanks to  
the combination of a hardwood frame around a softer  
wood center.

Amphibio® is the benchmark of Elan’s left & right 
construction. The first 4D technology that combines  
a rockered outside section of the ski for easy turning,  
and a camber inside section for edge grip, with a  
convex front section, for precise entrance into turns,  
and a concave tail for a quick exit. The result is left  
and right skis that provide exciting on-slope  
performance and versatility on varied terrain.

The Amphibio 4D technology is completely new thanks to 
the ability to use shaped Titanium. We combine a Response 
Frame Woodcore and Dual Shaped metal with the Amphibio® 
Profile providing an unrivalled all mountain versatility  
and precision on the edge. 

convex 
Front allows perfect edge contact for precise entry.

concave
Ski tails enable quick exit.

convex/concave

RST sidewall

Response Frame Woodcore 

Dual Shaped Titanium
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dual shaped Ti
prECisE ENtry, quiCk EXit

amphibio proFile
EDGE Grip, EAsy turNiNG

thinner ProFile 10% less weight

30% reDuceD vibrations 
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